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PostGIS in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Whether you're canvassing a congressional district, managing a sales region, mapping city bus schedules, or analyzing local cancer rates, thinking spatially opens up limitless possibilities for database users. PostGIS, a freely available open-source spatial database extender, can help you answer questions that you could not answer using...


		

Elastic BeanstalkO'Reilly, 2011

	Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk is one of
	Amazon AWS’s services. It offers a platform for easy deployment of web applications.
	The first version of Elastic Beanstalk handles Java applications running in a Tomcat
	container. Deploying an application has been made as easy as uploading your WAR...


		

Focus On Adobe Photoshop: Focus on the Fundamentals (Focus On Series)Focal Press, 2011

	This no-nonsense, highly affordable, and inspiring guide walks photographers new to Photoshop through the end to end Photoshop workflow. Starting from the moment you download your images off your memory card, photographer Corey Hilz guides you through importing and organizing your photos in Bridge, demonstrating how to give each photo ratings...






		

Creating iOS 5 Apps: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book serves two goals: introducing new developers to iOS development, and educating

	experienced developers about the tools and technologies available in iOS 5. We will

	examine a wide range of subjects—some new and some old—covering everything from

	building an initial iOS project to submitting your app to the iTunes...

		

Introduction to the Mechanics of Space Robots (Space Technology Library)Springer, 2011

	Based on lecture notes on a space robotics course, this book offers a pedagogical introduction to the mechanics of space robots. After presenting an overview of the environments and conditions space robots have to work in, the author discusses a variety of manipulatory devices robots may use to perform their tasks. This is followed by a...


		

Indra's Net and the Midas Touch: Living Sustainably in a Connected WorldMIT Press, 2011

	We live today in a global web of interdependence, connected technologically, economically, politically, and socially. As a result of these expanding and deepening interdependencies, it has become impossible fully to control -- or foretell -- the effects of our actions. The world is rife with unintended consequences. The first law of human...






		

Proofs and Algorithms: An Introduction to Logic and Computability (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Logic is a branch of philosophy, mathematics and computer science. It studies the required methods to determine whether a statement is true, such as reasoning and computation.

	

	Proofs and Algorithms: Introduction to Logic and Computability is an introduction to the fundamental concepts of contemporary logic - those of a...


		

Mining the Social Web: Analyzing Data from Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Other Social Media SitesO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn generate a tremendous amount of valuable social data, but how can you find out who's making connections with social media, what they’re talking about, or where they’re located? This concise and practical book shows you how to answer these questions and more. You'll learn how to...



		

Encyclopedia of Machine LearningSpringer, 2011

	This comprehensive encyclopedia, with over 250 entries in an A-Z format, provides easy access to relevant information for those seeking entry into any aspect within the broad field of machine learning. Most entries in this preeminent work include useful literature references.


	Topics for the Encyclopedia of Machine Learning...






		

Compiler Construction: 20th International Conference, CC 2011, Held as Part of the Joint European ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Compiler Construction, CC 2011, held in Saarbrücken, Germany, March 26—April 3, 2011, as part of ETAPS 2011, the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software. The 15 revised full papers presented together with the abstract of one...


		

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	At least some people reading the title of this book may wonder why there should be one more book on the topic of Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD). The short answer to this question is that in our teaching of the subject for over a decade, we have not been able to find a suitable textbook on this topic at our respective...


		

Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist, Second Edition: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWLMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Since the first edition of Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist came out in June 2008, we have been
	encouraged by the reception the book has received. Practitioners from a wide variety of industries—
	health care, energy, environmental science, life sciences, national intelligence, and publishing, to name
	a few—have told...
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